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The Story of the Perfect....
It would be fun to write a story about something 
like the “perfect sandwich”.  What would it have in 
it?  Who would be worthy of it?  Which characters 
would like it and why do you turn them down?  
Who gets it?

There are lots of opportunities to tell a story of 
something perfect.

Listening for the Answer
This is a really good book to teach listening skills. 
Give students a chart with four columns:
   1.  The candidates for the sword on the left.
   2.  The qualities the apprentice thinks might
        make them worthy.(column 1)
   3.  The reason they are turned down:  or accepted
        in the case of the last one. (column 2)
   4.  What the apprentice thinks might be the 
        lesson to be learned. (column 3)

Scott Goto’s Books
Scott Goto is an illustrator and fine artist who lives in Hawaii.  As far as I can 
tell, this is the first book he has both written and illustrated.  Books he has
 illustrated that look interesting are:  Once Upon a Cool Motorcycle Dude, The 
Enormous Turnip, and Wordsworth the Poet.
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the Perfect Sword

Masa and his apprentice 
Michio make a “perfect 
sword” and then seek 
the person worthy of 
it:  someone kind, who 
doesn’t automatically 
reach for a sword to solve 
problems, who wants to 

help others, and who is noble.  Like a fairy tale, but 
this one takes FOUR tries until they find the right 
candidate.

Scott Goto, Charlesbridge, ©2010, ISBN 978-1-
57091-697-7

Personal Writing
A springboard from a picture book to personal writing should provide at 

least three topics if possible.  Here are some ideas:

  1.  The story of a person who taught you a great skill and how he/she did

        it and what you learned by it. (typing, how to ride a bicycle, piano,

        ice-skating, karate, etc.)

  2.  A story about an encounter with a bully.

  3.  The story of something you lost, or had stolen.

  4.  A story about teaching something to someone else.

  5.  What is honour? - what do you think are the important elements of

        being an honourable person and why do you think so?

Vocabulary:  Japanese Words
Any difficult words in the story relate to Japanese culture during the 

Tokugawa period in Japan, from 1603-1867.

  1.  A sensai is a master of a skill, and a teacher.

  2.  A samurai is a member of the warrior class, the ones with the topknot

       of hair who carried two swords:  a short one and a long one.

  3.  Bushido is a code of conduct for samurai, like a knight’s honour.

  4.  Ronin were masterless samurai who worked for pay, or who had been

       disgraced.
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Studying the Tokugawa Period
In a study of Japan it would be interesting to look at the Tokugawa period 

to understand the roots of modern Japan...in addition to the fact that it is a 

very interesting period in itself.  This is a period in Japan of 250 years of great 

stability.  The daimyo (or lords) owned property and ruled the people in their 

territory.  They employed samurai warriors (7% of population) who defended 

the property from other lords and collected taxes from the farmers.

Bushido was the name for the code of conduct developed for the samurai in 

the 1500’s.  It was based on Confucian values defining the perfect gentleman 

as:

   •  Gensei :  using good judgment

   •  Yuuki:     courage

   •  jingi:       kindness

   • Sonkei:     respect

   •  Seijitsu:   honesty

   •  Meiro:     honour

   •  Chuugi:  loyalty

Give students the list of qualities and ask students to discuss how Takeshi 

shows these qualities.  Are these worthy qualities for the good human being 

today?  Would they add any?  How are they shown today?  Can you write a 

story where a character slowly reveals these qualities?

A knight of the Middle Ages in Europe had a similar code and a similar role.  

He was bound to a specific lord who owned the property and his job was to 

protect against attacks from other lords (usually not tax collection though).

    

Cultural Symbolism in the 
Illustrations
The background illustrations for each of the 

characters who are considered for the perfect sword 

is a traditional Japanese symbol that represents the 

person’s character.

The symbols indude:

   •  The warrior represented by a tiger.

   •  The lord represented by a fan.

   • The ronin represented by the oak.

   •  Takeshi represented by bamboo.

   •  Sensai Masa and Michio represnted by water.


